Unlock the power of learning
with LearnUpon LMS
Create, manage, deliver, and measure learning that helps your
business grow without compromise. Because great training is the key
to employee, customer and partner success.

One centralized solution
Deliver fast, efficient training through one intuitive platform.
LearnUpon helps you support and drive success for any audience,
anytime, anywhere—all through a single learning solution.

Manage training,
without the effort

Deliver learning that
makes an impact

Build a
bigger picture

Achieve your
business goals

Make your team’s jobs easier

Build a formal or informal

Arm your team with the

It takes more than a solution

and built-in workflows

matches the way your

can measure and prove the

teams help your business

with automation, integrations,
to streamline learning
management.

learner experience that
organization handles
training.

information they need so you
impact of learning programs
on your business.

Trusted by leaders from the world’s most
innovative companies

- it takes a partner. Our CX

achieve its goals and deliver
results for your teams.

Employee Training

Customer Training

Create a culture of learning with strategic

Fuel customer satisfaction and growth with

compliance, and growth.

and retain.

initiatives that drive retention, productivity,

value-focused education to onboard, engage,

Partner Training

Selling Training

Propel your partnership success, generate

Transform training into revenue and

partner education.

to sell and deliver training.

new business, and scale operations with

maximize efficiency, with one solution

Course creation

Training delivery

User management

Learner engagement

Easily create versatile learning

Make your learning programs

Automate user creation and

Designed to put the learner

multi-part or small and

service, or as structured

numbers of learners with bulk

remove barriers, and make

programs – extensive and
bitesize – with a range of

interactive content options.

as informal and self-

and mandated as your
organization needs.

enrollments, managing large
upload and seamless API
integration.

first, with features to motivate,
training a task your learners
actually want to do.

Portals

Reporting

Integrations

Webinars

Configure your training

Track user progression, exam

Make your tools work better

Integrate LearnUpon with your

target audiences – like having

training histories, and much

software you already use

a blended learning experience

differently for each of your
multiple LMSs controlled in
one place.

results, survey responses,

more to arm your team with
the information they need.

together by integrating the

with LearnUpon, via pre-built
integrations or robust API.

“We’ve experienced exponential growth
over the last 2 years using LearnUpon,
and we’re now training more than
10,000 people a year.”
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favorite webinar tool and create
by delivering live sessions in
your training courses.
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Scott Edwards | Director of Netskope Academy at Netskope
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Schedule a demo

United States / Canada

Ireland / UK

Australia / New Zealand

718 Arch Street, PA 19106,

D07 DHT3, Dublin
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hello@learnupon.com

Philadelphia

IRE: +353 1 531 0121

Sydney

@learnupon

+1 888 908 3960

UK: +44 203 642 7679

+61 283 111 209

@lifeatlearnupon
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